
 

 
Name: _______________________________________ 

Recipe for Revolution 
 Translate your knowledge of the causes of the American Revolution into a recipe!  

Create a recipe that reflects the “ingredients” that resulted in the war. 

Your recipe should include the following 3 sections– 
● A list of at least 10 ingredients (Acts, documents, 

actions, incidents, speeches, etc…) 
● Process: The steps in preparing the recipe, 

DESCRIBING the process –think chronologically 
and the degree of importance.  
 

Section 1: Ingredients 
● List ingredients with the proper measurement 

reflecting the importance. 
● You should NOT have the same measurement for 

any two ingredients. 
● The “ingredients” should reflect the MOST IMPORTANT acts, policies, or ideals that caused the 

revolution. 
 

Section 2: Process 
● The first sentence should explain the ingredient, the second sentence should explain how this 

caused/or contributed to revolution. 
● In other words: describe what happens when the "ingredients" are added - how did this change 

the recipe... how do these ingredients cause revolution? 
● Simply stating “first add this, then add that” is NOT acceptable. 
● USE cooking language to describe the process (Check out a cookbook or online recipe for reference) 

○ Start with 
○ Stir In / blend / wisk 
○ Use measurements: cup, tablespoon, tsp 
○ Add a heaping amount of 
○ Sprinkle / dash 
○ Bake at 

 

IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER: 
● This reflects your knowledge of the causes of the American Revolution – use FACTS!!! 
● Think of proportions – if something was an important part of the Revolution then it should be a 

main ingredient – something minor should reflect less of the ingredient used. 
● Have fun with this and be creative, simply stapling papers together is not enough!!!! This is not a 

term paper/essay, it doesn’t need to be complicated or work intensive, BUT I am looking for 
some CREATIVITY. 

● 10 ingredients MINIMUM  
● Process of recipe accurately reflects Revolution (minimum of 20 sentences) 

 

 



 

Recipe For Revolution Success Criteria 
 
 
_________ / 40:  10 Ingredients 

      *ingredients reflect:  
● a contributing factor in promoting revolution  

○ The American Revolution is not the same thing as the 
War for Independence --for this assignment, no battles 
allowed in ingredients 

●  the degree of importance in contributing to the revolution. 
 
_________ / 50: Process (minimum of 20 sentences, accurately reflects 

the causes of the Revolution, and includes commentary/ 
relationship of ingredients and how ingredient caused/ 
contributed to the revolution…) 

 
_________ / 10: Representation of recipe, excellent craftsmanship/ 

creativity, and reflects all “ingredients” 
 
 
______ /100: TOTAL 
 
Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


